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Infrastructure Strategy 2018– 48
1.

Introduction

The Council is required to prepare an Infrastructure Strategy for a period of at least 30 years to inform its 10 Year Plan. The Infrastructure Strategy has been directly informed by the
city’s vision and goals, supporting strategies and asset management plans, and sits alongside the Financial Strategy. The Strategy covers transport, stormwater, wastewater, water,
property and recreational assets.
One of the primary and significant purposes of local government is to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure in a way that is most
cost-effective for households and businesses. ‘Good quality’ in this context means infrastructure that is efficient, effective, and appropriate for present and anticipated future
circumstances.
Renewing and maintaining existing infrastructure and developing new infrastructure is expensive. Infrastructure represents a significant proportion of Council expenditure and is
also an important enabler of economic growth. The way that Council invests in infrastructure has a significant influence on the extent to which it will deliver on its Vision and Goals
for Palmerston North. For these reasons, it is important that the Infrastructure Strategy aligns with the Council’s broader strategic direction, including the Financial Strategy.

2.

Purpose

The purpose of the Infrastructure Strategy is to:
(a) identify significant infrastructure issues for Palmerston North City over the period 2018–48
(b) identify the principal options for managing those issues and the implications of those options.

3.

Background

3.1

Strategic direction

The Vision for Palmerston North is small city benefits, big city ambition. This Vision is supported by five goals and strategies. Key extracts from the strategies are detailed in
sections 3.2 to 3.6 of this Infrastructure Strategy.
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Goal 1: An innovative and growing city
A city that is clever about the way it uses its natural advantages to encourage and support innovation, entrepreneurship and new industries, and positions itself to take advantage
of change to fuel sustainable growth, prosperity and wellbeing.
Goal 2: A creative and exciting city
A city that draws inspiration from the diversity within its culture and creates a vibrant urban environment that attracts creative and clever people, and nurtures creative talent.
Goal 3: A connected and safe community
A city that includes, supports, connects and uses the talents and advantages of the whole community in the pursuit of prosperity and wellbeing. A city with an international
reputation as a safe city in which to live, study, work and play. A city that embraces its iwi heritage and partnership, and where people connect with the city’s past, celebrating its
history and heritage.
Goal 4: An eco city
The Council wants a future-focused city that plans for and cares about the future, enhancing its natural and built environment. Our city will realise the benefits to society from
creating clean energy, lowering carbon emissions, and reducing our ecological footprint.
Goal 5: A driven and enabling Council
A Council and organisation that works as one team with its communities and is a catalyst and enabler for change in the city.
3.2

Economic Development Strategy

Palmerston North is the major economic hub for the Manawatū–Whanganui region for education, research health services, retailing, business services such as banking and finance,
insurance, and professional services, government administration, agribusiness and logistics. The city’s growing economic influence within the region is demonstrated by the number
of people commuting to work in Palmerston North from surrounding local authority areas, and the expansion of the city’s labour market region over the past 25 years. With 34% of
the regional population, Palmerston North has 48% of jobs and 49% of earnings for the region. Projected growth in the economy will lead to more industrial, commercial and
residential development, all of which requires additional infrastructural capacity.
3.3

City Development Strategy
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Palmerston North is expanding, and Council wants to accelerate the city’s growth and prosperity. Having a ready supply of land with infrastructure to support the city’s growth will
ensure Council can harness new development opportunities and increase Palmerston North’s competitiveness. Council will provide infrastructure in a timely way while managing
the financial risks of providing too much infrastructure in multiple locations. Integrating land use planning and infrastructure can be a powerful economic development tool. The
Government has provided strong direction about this, particularly for housing, in its National Policy Statement for Urban Development Capacity (2016).
The Council has adopted a hybrid growth scenario based on a specific Palmerston North high-growth projection for years 1–10 and a Statistics New Zealand (December 2016)
medium-growth projection for years 11–30, which also accommodates the additional margins required by the National Policy Statement for Urban Development Capacity for the
household projections, but not the population projections. The following population projections are assumed:




10-year projection 2018–28, 940 people per annum at 1.0%
20 year projection 2018–38, 710 people per annum at 0.7%
30 year projection 2018–48, 598 people per annum at 0.6%.

The following household projections are assumed:




10-year projection 2018–28, 460 households per annum at 1.3%
20 year projection 2018–38, 378 households per annum at 1.0%
30 year projections 2018–48, 315 households per annum at 0.8%.

Housing
Council’s main role is to make sure land and infrastructure are available to accommodate growth and provide market choice, while responding to changing demographics. Housing
choices now allowed under the District Plan include multi-unit developments and minor dwellings. The planning framework also enables apartments in or near the city centre,
including as part of a mixed-use development. The demand for infill housing is expected to continue and extend to areas west of the city. Lifestyle blocks are directed away from
productive land and need to have their own infrastructure.
Council wants land for new greenfields housing at Whakarongo brought to the market quickly. The Council will work closely with landowners and develop Council-owned land at
Whakarongo. To release pressure and meet updated growth projections, land at City West identified for medium- to long-term greenfields housing will need to be released earlier
than previously anticipated. The most suitable land for early release is the area bound by the Mangaone Stream, Te Wanaka Road and Pioneer Highway (the Racecourse land),
which will need to be rezoned. The interests of private developers at the outer edge of City West could affect the cost-effective and efficient provision of network infrastructure.
Council needs to work with the major landowner in this area to better understand the infrastructure options and timing of the rezoning.
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Substantial greenfields housing capacity remains at Aokautere, but plans for developing the remaining residential land are unclear. Council will develop a structure plan with the
major landowners to guide future development. As well as the Hokowhitu Residential Area, Council will work with landowners at Napier Road and Flygers Line, where small
greenfields additions can be made without the need for substantial new infrastructure. A revised plan is needed to develop affordable and first homes at Ashhurst.

Office and retailing
The formal planning framework for future growth in office and retailing is well settled. The District Plan expects new stand-alone office or retail activities to be established in one of
the four central business zones, where significant capacity is available. New office and retailing should leverage off planned public investment in the city centre.
Council will look at ways to help fill vacancies in larger office blocks in the city centre, including looking at long-term leases for public parking or purpose-built parking buildings to
support new tenancies. Office activities are expanding in business areas on the city centre fringes, where intimate purpose-built offices with onsite parking are meeting market
preferences.
Vacant land at Rangitikei Street is zoned for large-format retailing. Further work is needed to determine whether the land should be made available for other uses, such as housing
or mixed-use development.
Industrial
The formal planning framework for future industrial development is well settled. Industrial land has been made available to the north-east of the city and at Longburn. The northeast is earmarked for large-format freight, distribution and logistics activities, while Longburn is best suited to wet or processing industries. Both locations are well placed for the
new regional ring road. Industrial capacity also exists within the historical industrial spine adjacent to the rail corridor at Tremaine Avenue and at the airport.
The regional freight ring road is important to service projected industrial growth. Council will undertake a collaborative planning exercise to direct future investment in rail in the
north-east and at Longburn. Integrating rail to form a significant intermodal freight and distribution hub is a major strategic issue. Rail access at Longburn is limited to sidings only
and rail is unavailable at the north-east. Traffic flows compromise the industrial land adjacent to the rail corridor at Tremaine Avenue.
Council needs to work with infrastructure owners at Longburn to make future development possible. Much of the existing infrastructure is privately owned, not up to modern
standards or does not allow for future growth. Specific planning has been done to support the future growth of Fonterra’s industrial activities at Longburn.
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Rural
The formal planning framework for rural subdivision and development is well settled. The District Plan discourages lifestyle blocks and further fragmentation of productive
farmland. Substantial capacity for lifestyle blocks is provided on the foothills of the Tararua Ranges, to ensure they remain a legitimate housing choice for the city.
The District Plan discourages the provision of urban services, particularly reticulated services, in rural areas because it is an inefficient form of infrastructure investment. It also blurs
the lines between rural and urban development and leads to confusion about future development opportunities. Many landowners see the provision of urban services as
legitimising intensification, while others believe it undermines the rural amenity they sought out.
Spatial Plan
The City Development Strategy, together with other catalyst projects, is summarised in the following Spatial Plan:
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3.4

Creative and Liveable Strategy

To help Palmerston North compete for people, talent and investment, as well as improving how the city is perceived by locals, visitors, potential new citizens and investors, creative
city-making needs to inform the way that Council invests in infrastructure.
Charles Landry, an international authority on cities and creativity, visited Palmerston North to find out how local people view the city and assess the city against his Creative City
Index. In his report, Landry said place-making now plays an important role: “Most cities historically were built in a very functional way, encapsulated in the cliché ‘roads, rates and
rubbish’ (a hardware focus). In the last two decades, however, there has been a major shift related in large part to global competition between cities and the need to attract the
best talents. Urban development is now concerned with combining hardware and software and so focus on what places look and feel and how emotionally satisfactory they are as
well as how they attract activity. In this approach there is a stronger focus on walkability and the need to downgrade the power of the car. Place-making is now an aim and requires
a completely different skill set, spread throughout a local authority and its external stakeholders. This new approach is concerned with building communities and places, not only
infrastructure.” This approach needs to be applied to the way Council invests in infrastructure in Palmerston North.
3.5

Connected Community Strategy

Palmerston North has a uniquely diverse community, with a prominent defence workforce, large numbers of young and transient tertiary students, and a strong connection to the
wider Manawatū province. The city is relatively young; by 2043 the average age is projected to be 37 – five years younger than for New Zealand overall. However, the fastestgrowing age group in Palmerston North is people aged over 65. In future, the city will be home to a large older population, as well as growing numbers of children and young
people.
The ethnic mix of Palmerston North also continues to become more diverse, and it is arguably the most ethnically diverse provincial city in New Zealand. Pasifika and Asian people
are projected to make up a growing proportion of the population, behind only NZ European (73%) and Māori (22%) by 2028. Since 2004, Palmerston North has become home to
small groups of former refugees from the Republic of Congo, Burma, Bhutan and Syria.
Along with the city’s changing age and ethnic profile comes a change in household composition. More than 60% of the 30,000 households are made up of only one family, and a
quarter of all households have only one member.
Infrastructure investment needs to recognise the changing nature of the Palmerston North community.
3.6

Eco City Strategy

The Ministry for the Environment advises that “climate change is the biggest environmental challenge of our time. Each one of us needs to work on ways to cut our emissions, adapt
to the effects of climate change, and become more resilient to the changes that are coming. Climate change is already affecting our climate. It is likely to impact our agriculture and
other climate-sensitive industries, our native ecosystems, infrastructure, health and biosecurity, as well as having broader social and economic impacts”.
The Manawatū River is the heart of the city and region, and the mauri of the river is a direct reflection of the city’s values. The city is increasingly looking to the waterways it once
turned its back on, only to find that those waterways are not in the same state as they were before. Council is a signatory to the Manawatū River Leaders Accord along with other
councils, iwi, businesses and community groups. In the Accord, Council has made a series of commitments towards improving the mauri of the Manawatū River.
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Adapting to the effects of climate change, playing a part to slow climate change and managing the city’s impact on the Manawatū River are critical drivers within the Eco City
Strategy that will inform Council’s approach to infrastructure investment.

4.

City infrastructure

4.1

Description and value

Transport, stormwater, wastewater, water, property and recreational assets provide core infrastructure services that underpin the economic and social activity of the city.
The transport network consists of 567km of road, 113 bridges and culverts, 544km of footpaths, 8,600 streetlights, 24 sets of traffic signals, more than 2,700 CBD car parking spaces,
1,083km of on-road dedicated cycle lanes / off-road shared paths and more than 13,000 street trees.
The stormwater drainage network consists of 275km of pipes, 9km of culverts, 5,271 manholes, connections to more than 18,500 properties, 90 floodgates, and other structures.
The wastewater network consists of 418km of pipelines, 5,679 manholes, 36 wastewater pumping stations, and connections to about 28,000 properties. In addition, the Totara
Road wastewater treatment plant treats all of the city’s wastewater before discharge to the Manawatū River.
The water supply assets provide for water collection, treatment and distribution. The infrastructure for water collection consists of two dams at Turitea Reserve and eight water
supply bores. The Turitea Water Treatment Plant treats water collected in the dams. The distribution network consists of 548km of main pipelines, 196km of service lines, 4,650
valves, 3,128 hydrants, 2,095meters, 405 backflow preventers and 28,162 tobies connecting to properties.
The property and recreational assets consists of five operational properties, 12 cultural properties (including libraries), 403 social housing units, eight community centres, five city
reserves (including walkways), 106 neighbourhood reserves (plus nature parks, an outdoor adventure park and other recreation and ecological links), two aquatic facilities, 24 sports
fields and associated buildings, and the Central Energy Trust Arena multi-use events complex.
This infrastructure has been developed largely over the past 110 years as the city has grown. The total replacement cost of this infrastructure is approximately $1.7 billion. The
replacement cost for each of the asset areas is as shown in the following diagram:
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Recreation
Assets, $166m

Property, $150m
Transport, $637m

Water, $233m

Wastewater,
$291m
4.2

Stormwater,
$247m

Condition and performance

Most of the infrastructure is in good condition, with much of it in the early to midpoint phase of its life cycle. On average, approximately $14.0 million per annum has been spent on
renewing the infrastructure over the past three years.
Renewal expenditure over the past 3 years
Activity
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
$M
$M
$M
Transport
4.98
5.99
4.18
Stormwater
0.58
0.14
0.89
Wastewater
0.56
1.83
2.57
Water
1.73
3.30
2.78
Property & Recreation
3.89
3.72
4.44
Total
11.74
14.98
14.86
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Expectations for transport have changed to include greater emphasis on delivering the regional freight ring road, providing for alternative modes of transport and treating streets as
public spaces that work for all users to achieve multiple outcomes. More work is required in all of these areas and should be the strategic focus of the transport activity. The way
that Council assesses the performance of the transport activity should also be changed to reflect this new strategic focus. The good condition of assets such as pavement surfaces
should continue to be maintained.
The life of road pavement seals varies from 12 to 30 years, depending on the type of seal and level of traffic. The overall condition of footpaths has improved over the last few
years, with a targeted renewals programme ensuring the majority of footpaths are in the top half of the condition rating scale. Most bridges are between 20 and 50 years old, with
significant renewal requirements expected between 2030 and 2050.
Like transport, the expectations for stormwater infrastructure have changed. There is a need to raise the profile and quality of our urban streams, acknowledging their cultural
significance as tributaries of the Manawatū River. Development has increased the amount and speed of rainwater going into urban waterways, increasing peak flow rates, and the
soils and other contaminants going directly into the river system. Water-sensitive design approaches to development and a wider use of tools such as water tanks, green roofs,
swales, rain gardens and detention ponds will all help. Climate change is expected to bring higher-intensity rainfall events that will increase the frequency of nuisance flooding on
both roads and properties.
Stormwater drainage infrastructure generally only operates during storm events and as a result, pipeline and culvert assets have a very long life (more than 150 years). Most of
these assets are only in the early stage of their life cycles and are assessed as being in very good condition. Most of the older stormwater pump stations have recently been
renewed and the condition rating for stormwater pump stations is also very good. Performance of the stormwater drainage system is also rated as good, although there is some
street ponding for short periods at times of major storm events and this is recognised in the level of service provided.
The overall condition of wastewater pipelines and pumping stations is considered to be good, with more than 60% of the system installed since 1960. The average life of pipes is
about 120 years. Blockages can occur as a result of tree root intrusion and uneven grades caused by ground settlement, although these are minimised through a targeted
maintenance regime. Stormwater inflow and infiltration is about on par with wastewater networks worldwide.
While the wastewater treatment plant performs as designed, Council has agreed, following a review by Horizons Regional Council, to a consent condition requiring new consents
associated with upgrading the plant to be lodged by June 2022. The Council is currently working to develop the best practicable option for the upgrade.
In the water network, about 59% of pipelines are less than 30 years old and expected to have a life of more than 100 years. Problems experienced with discoloured water as a
result of iron and manganese build-up in cast-iron pipes have largely been overcome through an accelerated cast-iron pipe replacement programme, building extra feeder mains
and an improved maintenance regime. However, the increasing frequency of bursts in A/C pipes requires a higher level of renewal over the next few years.
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Maintenance and renewal regimes for property and recreational assets have kept them in overall good condition, although a higher level of renewals is now due in some areas.
This includes the City Library, some social housing units and the aquatic facilities. There has been considerable renewal investment in recent years in sports field changing room
facilities and public toilets. The Central Energy Trust Arena is generally in good condition, with areas in need of upgrading to be addressed through the Arena Masterplan
development.
The Council owns a number of earthquake-prone buildings, which will need to be strengthened to meet new legislative requirements. It is likely that Council will identify
unreinforced masonry buildings in the city centre as priority buildings as part of its broader earthquake-prone buildings policy obligations under the Building Act. Priority buildings
will be required to be strengthened within a seven-year timeframe.
There are no significant disposal issues for assets coming to the end of their useful life in the period of this strategy.
4.3

Critical assets

Critical assets, based on their failure affecting a large number of people or having a high cost, are:






transport: Fitzherbert Ave and Saddle Road bridges
stormwater drainage: large-diameter pipelines and major pump stations
wastewater: wastewater treatment plant, major pump stations and large-diameter pipelines
water supply: Turitea dams, water pumping station, water reservoir and large-diameter pipelines
property and recreational assets: Civic Administration Building and Central Energy Trust Arena.

5.

Significant infrastructure issues and principal options

5.1

Introduction

Council’s significant infrastructure issues over the next 30 years involving high expenditure, high risk, strategic priorities and/or high public interest are identified as:






wastewater treatment and upgrading
provision of another river crossing and regional freight ring road
developing new infrastructure for growth
renewing infrastructure
applying urban design
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facilities to encourage alternative transport modes
security of water supply
increasing the resilience of infrastructure
the impact of climate change
modernising Central Energy Trust Arena
using Council land for housing
Te Manawa
the Central Library.

5.2

Wastewater treatment and upgrading

The resource consent for the discharge from Council’s main wastewater treatment plant to the Manawatū River is due to expire in 2028. A condition of the resource consent is that
the Council will complete a best practicable option review for its wastewater treatment and disposal by June 2021 and lodge a complete consent application by June 2022. The
upcoming review will need to identify ways to improve the city’s wastewater treatment, particularly when the river level is low. Council will need to actively engage with the
community in the lead-up to this process to help identify possible future treatment options. Financial provision of at least $0.7 million has been made for each year until 2023/24 to
undertake investigations and manage the consent application process for this project.
The range of potential operating and capital costs are unknown at this stage, and will not be known until the best practicable option investigation review is completed and the
consent is granted.
Council does not wish to prejudge which option might be chosen (or which consents will be granted through the regulatory process), but is required to make adequate financial
provision for the final outcome. A number of factors will influence the final outcome, and it is likely that national and regional policies for water quality will change before a final
decision is made. Whatever option is chosen, it will have a significant impact on Council’s debt levels and rates requirements. For the purpose of the 10 Year Plan, it has been
assumed that a solution will be provided with a capital outlay of $110 million ($128.8m including inflation) and that the expenditure will be incurred between 2023 and 2028. The
final option could cost more or less Options for land or ocean disposal could cost up to $250-$300m.
The 10 Year Plan assumption has been chosen as a way to ensure the Council’s longer-term plans demonstrate it can cope with a project of this size and scale, and to transparently
show the public the possible implications for debt and rates. It has also been assumed there will be additional operating costs of $4 million per annum from 2028 on top of the
debt servicing and repayment costs.
When designing the new wastewater treatment plant, it is important for Council to have a good understanding about industry that is likely to occur, the type of industry it would
like to attract, and the preferred locations for different types of industry. Oversizing the treatment plant would be inefficient, while undersizing could mean the city misses
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development opportunities. The infrastructure costs associated with servicing certain types of wet industry may be more easily accommodated in other locations that can address
wastewater via an ocean outfall.
Council has been conscious of the potential scale and financial impact of this project, including when it has programmed its other likely commitments. If the final option chosen
costs more than has been assumed, the Council may need to review its priorities in later years of the Plan to be able to operate within its prudential borrowing limits.
5.3

Provision of a further river crossing and a regional freight ring road

Council has been collaborating with NZTA, Horizons Regional Council and neighbouring local councils on the proposed regional freight ring road for more than a decade. The
preferred regional freight ring road and supporting roading hierarchy is detailed in the 2010 Joint Transport Study. The regional freight ring road seeks to address a number of landuse and transportation issues, including the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

diverting state highway traffic out of the city centre
reducing heavy traffic in urban areas
reducing congestion on eastern transportation corridors in the urban area
servicing urban growth, including in the Whakarongo, North East Industrial Zone and City West areas
supporting existing activity and economic development opportunities at the airport, FoodHQ and Linton Defence
realising the benefits of additional river crossings, including improved resiliency and connectivity
freeing up capacity for alternative transportation modes in urban areas by reducing potential conflicts
providing clear transportation signals for inter-regional traffic
promoting regional economic development
gaining opportunities to link with other modes, including rail and air
improving the safety, efficiency and effectiveness of the transportation network.

At the time of writing this strategy, no decision had been made on the preferred option to replace the Gorge. While all options are broadly consistent with the 2010 Joint Transport
Study, the Council places importance on each option effectively connecting to the proposed rural freight ring road to service areas such as the North East Industrial Zone that
support regional economic growth.
As part of considering the Gorge options, Council is also seeking commitments from NZTA as to the exact routes that the rural freight ring road will follow and which portions of this
should transfer from Council ownership as road controlling authority, to NZTA and be designated as a State Highway
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To date little recognition has been given by NZTA as to how transportation is an enabler of regional economic growth, instead its investment on improving the roading network is
focussed on existing traffic demands and issues.
Council views the southernmost option (Option 4) as making the most significant contribution towards the outcome of the 2010 Joint Transport Study and believes this must be
linked to establishing the long over-due rural freight ring road.
However unless NZTA makes a commitment now to the rural freight ring road as part of the Gorge replacement project, Council has little choice but to accept that delivery of the
rural freight ring will be on the basis of Council being the sole road controlling authority and that NZTA fails to award it a priority as being part of the State Highway network.
Accordingly upgrading of these roads and the provision of a further river crossing will only be viable for Council with financial assistance from NZTA.
This strategy therefore now places construction of a further river crossing at 2040-2043 and supportive upgrades to the regional freight ring road at 2019-2023 based on the latest
traffic forecasts and acknowledgement of NZTA’s current funding policy. As such this position does not adequately respond to enhancing regional economic growth in partnership
with NZTA as the State Highway roading authority.
These timeframes are forecasted to see significant traffic pressure on the Fitzherbert Bridge prompting a need for a further river crossing, but this is a very reactionary planning
response risking loss of regional economic growth in the intervening period. In effect it distracts from promoting Palmerston North as a regional distribution hub for freight and fails
to respond to the needs of the Linton Army Camp for their vehicle movements.
Council’s engagement with NZTA over these issues relate to advocacy in delivery of the rural freight ring road in particular timing, ownership and funding. This strategy details a
default position with Council as the sole roading authority in regard to delayed timing and restricted funding. The Council will continue to advocate to NZTA on progressing the
regional freight ring road as early as possible to address the transportation issues identified above.
5.4

Development of new infrastructure for growth

The location of new greenfields urban development is well settled. This is useful, as it means there is a high level of certainty about the location of new infrastructure to service
greenfields growth.
While rezoning land makes it available for development, greenfields development cannot proceed until network infrastructure is provided. Development goes in cycles, and
demand can vary according to a range of factors, many of which are out of Council’s control. One factor Council can control is the timing of new infrastructure. Having ‘shovel-ready’
land can be a strong incentive for new development because it means that land is zoned and network infrastructure is available. This process requires the Council to put
infrastructure in place in advance of development, and this comes at a cost. While that cost is ultimately recovered at a later date, there is a risk that the Council provides the
infrastructure too early and faces increased holding costs, or the Council provides the infrastructure too late and discourages new development.
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Matching the capacity of new infrastructure with the likely activities that will occur in greenfields areas, particularly for new industrial development, can also be challenging. Unlike
housing development, which has a reasonably uniform demand for infrastructure, the capacity required to service different types of industry can vary significantly. For example,
food processing or pharmaceutical activities place a heavy demand on water and wastewater, while freight and distribution activities place a heavy demand on roads. It is important
that Council has a good understanding of the industry that is likely to occur, the industry it would like to attract, and the preferred locations for different types of industry so that it
can appropriately match infrastructure with landuse. Oversizing infrastructure is inefficient, while undersizing means the city could miss development opportunities.
The Council has signalled a desire for more brownfield development, and the District Plan now makes an increased range of housing types possible. However, predicting the
location, demand and type of brownfield development that will occur, and the impact on infrastructure capacity, can be difficult. The assumption is that 33% of all new houses will
be infill or brownfield developments in the existing urban area, with the balance being 55% greenfields and 12% rural. There is a risk that infrastructure planning focuses on
greenfields development because it involves new infrastructure. It is important that infrastructure capacity is provided to accommodate the projected increased housing density
and that housing preferences are monitored to ensure that any changes inform future planning.
The reality is that other than good planning, the Council has limited options to address issues affecting the development of new infrastructure for growth. Council has strong
aspirations for growth and it is important to have a clear strategic framework that directs where growth will occur and to align infrastructure with this direction. Council should also
be as agile as possible in planning and infrastructure provision. Being clear about the type of industry and inward investment the city is seeking is also important. The infrastructure
costs associated with servicing certain types of wet industry may be more easily accommodated in other locations that can address wastewater via an ocean outfall. Secure funding
sources are also important. Council will continue to recover the costs of growth via development contributions, but should also advocate to government for funding support for
infrastructure to service growth and alternative funding sources.
5.5

Renewal of infrastructure

In order to provide service to the community Council’s infrastructure needs to be maintained and then in time renewed. Generally as assets age they require a higher level of
maintenance to provide the required level of service which means there can be a point at which it is more cost effective to renew an asset than to go on maintaining it, or
sometimes a higher level of maintenance can delay a costly renewal. It depends on the kind of asset as to which is the best approach. Council endeavours through its asset
management processes to choose the most cost effective option in the long term. However where the asset is considered to be a critical asset and failure could affect a large
number of people it takes a conservative approach to renewing the asset to reduce the risk of failure.
As the city grows and ages, it has an increasing amount of infrastructure to renew. The current generation must pay for the renewal of all previously established infrastructure.
Future generations will be required to pay for the renewal of all previously established infrastructure and any new infrastructure yet to be established. While population growth
spreads future renewal costs across a greater number of people, keeping up with renewals is expensive. The way Council develops new infrastructure to support the growth of the
city can affect the amount of renewals Council will face in the future. For example, brownfield redevelopment and making use of existing infrastructure can be more efficient than
new greenfields infrastructure.
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A total of about $566 million (present-day cost) over the next 30 years is estimated to be required to ensure the transport, stormwater, wastewater, water, property and
recreational assets infrastructure is kept in good condition so that it can provide the same level of service to the community.
Given the size of the expenditure, the renewals programme represents an opportunity to make a significant contribution to Council’s strategic direction. More attention is required
to examine which renewals present an opportunity to provide infrastructure in a different way to deliver outcomes consistent with Council direction. For example, all renewals on
streets identified within the cycle network plan represent an opportunity to make a contribution toward improving cycling infrastructure.
About $14 million per annum has been spent on renewing these assets over the past three years, and generally the assets in all the activity areas are considered to be in good
condition. There is little in the way of deferred renewals. However, significant investment is now required in replacing A/C water pipes to reduce maintenance costs.
Over the next 30 years, it is estimated that expenditure of about $18.6 million (present day cost) per annum will be required to maintain the assets in good condition. This is an
increase over what is currently spent, but it reflects the need to catch up on deferred renewals of water pipes and to renew aging assets. There are some significant assets in need
of renewal in this period, such as Milson Line overbridge and components of the wastewater treatment plant, which also needs to be upgraded, as well as keeping the pipe
networks and transport network in good condition.
Activity

Average annual renewal
expenditure
(Present-day costs $M)

Transport
Stormwater
Wastewater
Water
Property and recreational assets
Total

$8.0
$0.4
$2.2
$2.0
$6.0
$18.6

The Council has limited options for renewal of infrastructure. It has a statutory responsibility to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local
infrastructure in a way that is cost-effective for households and businesses. ‘Good quality’ in this context means infrastructure that is efficient, effective and appropriate to present
and anticipated future circumstances. Council must look after the infrastructure it already has, which means it must be renewed when it reaches the end of its useful life. Council
could choose to defer renewals, but this would place an increased financial burden on future generations and is unlikely to meet the primary purpose of local government to
provide good-quality infrastructure.
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5.6

Application of urban design

The Council has tried to include urban design principles in public and private development since 2010. Good progress has been made influencing private development via the
Sectional District Plan Review, which has incorporated urban design principles into a number of zones. A variety of design-led planning documents, such as the City Centre
Streetscape Plan, Manawatū River Framework and Central Energy Trust Arena Master Plan, have been prepared to inform significant Council investment in infrastructure. The
development of all of these planning documents considered a range of options which were assessed by Council and subject to specific public engagement. Significant budgets have
been included in the 2018 Long Term Plan to deliver on these planning documents, which will demonstrate the social and economic benefits of good urban design. A total of $29
million ($31.9m with inflation) is included to deliver the City Centre Streetscape Plan, including the new urban bus terminal, over the 10 years. The priorities and scheduling of
works are as follows:









City Centre Streetscape Plan – Square East (Plaza to ANZ)
City Centre Streetscape Plan – Broadway
City Centre Streetscape Plan – Main Street East (bus terminal and canopies)
City Centre Streetscape Plan - Rangitikei Street
City Centre Streetscape Plan – Square West
City Centre Streetscape Plan – Church Street
City Centre Streetscape Plan – Square North
City Centre Streetscape Plan - Inner Square

Te Manawa has prepared a design-led concept plan to inform a significant redevelopment of the museum and art gallery that will further revitalise the cultural and civic precinct.
This strategy includes a $15 million contribution to the project. The balance will be fund raised by Te Manawa.
Urban design is important because, since the 1950s, most authorities have broken their city into individual infrastructural parts that are managed by separate disciplines. The need
for urban design has grown out of this siloed approach to city and infrastructure development. Urban design is not just about making infrastructure look pretty. It is fundamental to
the way people engage, use and perceive a city. Creativity is essential, and urban design can make a significant contribution to the big-city ambition component of the city vision. It
is critical to attracting and retaining young talent.
Council investment in day-to-day infrastructure represents a significant opportunity to make integrated city-making a fundamental driver for all new infrastructure, particularly for
transportation, property, recreational assets and stormwater. There are fewer opportunities to influence urban design outcomes via water and wastewater infrastructure. Further
change, new processes and support are required to ensure a multi-disciplinary approach to the planning and delivery of Council projects. The use of design expertise is essential.
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The options for improving the application of urban design to infrastructure relate to improving internal processes, education, advocacy and working in a multi-disciplinary way.
Some cities have made radical changes, such as transferring major capital budgets to an urban design team or requiring formal sign-off on major capital projects. While some
progress has been made, further work on internal processes is required to truly deliver on this issue.
5.7

Facilities to encourage alternative transport modes

Palmerston North has an excellent track record of facilitating daily car journeys. While Council has provided additional capacity for cars via wider roads, more lanes, traffic lights,
roundabouts, car parking and slip-lanes, it has been less successful in providing modern facilities for walking, cycling and public transport. While the car will continue to be an
important mode of transport, walking, cycling and public transport are the areas where the biggest changes are needed. In many cases, this will mean reallocating existing street
space, such as on-street parking and traffic lanes, for another purpose.
The Council has made good progress with off-road walking and cycling facilities, and generally have good footpath coverage. However, Council needs to consider how it treats and
prioritises space for pedestrians and cyclists at pinch-points, intersections and crossings within existing transport corridors, particularly as existing urban areas are intensified.
Street design, way finding and planning need to allow for the space and safety needs of cyclists and pedestrians.
Like walking and cycling, public transport has many benefits. It reduces congestion and carbon emissions and can increase mobility for people who are unable or unwilling to drive a
car, walk or ride a bike. Strong public transport networks make a significant contribution to city liveability scores. The current urban terminal at Main Street is near capacity and the
design is problematic. This strategy includes funding for a new urban terminal at the current location, which would improve both functionality and the streetscape.
The broad options available to Council are to continue with catalyst projects such as the pedestrian and cycle bridge and extensions to the shared path network, or combine the
catalyst projects with incremental change as part of delivering the day-to-day transportation infrastructure. This strategy, together with a number of other strategic planning
documents adopted by the Council, promotes the second option.
5.8

Security of water supply

An adequate supply of drinking water is a fundamental requirement for the health and general wellbeing of the community. An adequate water supply also underpins economic
activity in the city. Council must comply with the New Zealand Drinking Water Standards and any resource consents issued, both now and in the future, by Horizons Regional
Council under the One Plan. A recent government inquiry has revealed that a number of urban water supplies in other parts of New Zealand may not be complying with current
standards. As a result, there is likely to be greater scrutiny of the quality of Council’s water supply.
While Palmerston North has a generally good water supply, in recent years it has been affected by summer droughts. The city has an integrated water supply network, with water
sourced primarily from the Turitea Dam and supplemented by bores across the city. Water is generally readily available and capacity is adequate to service our current and
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immediately foreseeable demands. However, summertime droughts have led to a need to conserve water for months at a time, to ensure residents and businesses have enough
water for consumption and sanitation.
Council will need to increase capacity to deal with potential seismic event failures or mechanical faults. Seismic strengthening of key assets, such as the water reservoirs, is also
needed to reduce the risk of major asset failure and reduced service in a significant earthquake event. Resilience should also be increased by providing a second pipeline across the
Manawatū River and by strengthening the trunk main network across the city.
Over the period of this strategy, significant investment is required to ensure the water supply remains secure and safe for the community. Three aspects are addressed in this
strategy – refurbishment of the city’s bores, duplication of the pipeline from the water treatment plant and extra treatment protection at the plant to meet expected changes to the
New Zealand Drinking Water Standards.
Several of the city’s bores have significantly declining yields and issues with sand ingress, and they need to be redeveloped or replaced over the next 10 years to ensure security of
water supply.
The water treatment plant supplies more than half of the city’s water and is linked to the Ngahere Park reservoirs by a single large pipeline. This pipeline is nearing the end of its life
and will need to be renewed within the next five years. It also passes along the treatment plant access road, which is subject to slips. As a result, there is a relatively high risk of
damage to this supply line and loss of supply from this source for several weeks. It is planned to construct a duplicate pipeline in the years 2018–20 to allow renewal of the main
pipeline and reduce the risk of losing the supply of water to the city from the water treatment plant. At the same time, new retaining walls are being constructed along the access
road.
Water supplied to the community meets the New Zealand Drinking Water Standards. These standards are reviewed every 10 years and it is expected that as a result of the Havelock
North inquiry and recommendations further revisions to the drinking water standards are likely. To respond to those changes the city is likely to require an additional level of barrier
protection to its Turitea water treatment plant to maintain compliance with the standards. It may also be necessary to add storage to each of the bore sites to provide additional
contact time for chlorine disinfection so that water delivered to the network meets the free available chlorine guidance levels. This will enhance the safety of the water supply.
Some provision is made in this strategy for these additional treatment processes, but review will be required when the new drinking water standards are released.
Like many core infrastructural services, there are limited options for security of water supply. As noted above, Council must comply with the New Zealand Drinking Water Standards
and its resource consents. Horizons Regional Council’s One Plan will govern consent conditions for future supplies. The Eco-City strategy notes the following:
(a)

The costs and benefits of reducing water pressure need to be weighed up. Reducing water pressure could prevent significant wastage of water and reduce maintenance costs
for water infrastructure. However, the community may not accept lower water pressure and there may be implications for commercial fire system compliance.
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(b)

The Council will investigate domestic water saving and storage solutions to identify potential water demand savings and wastewater flow reduction. District-wide resilience
will be improved by connecting Palmerston North’s water supplies to its satellite communities.

5.9

Increasing resilience of infrastructure

One of the outcomes of the Christchurch earthquakes is an increasing focus on understanding and improving the resilience of local authority infrastructure, particularly those assets
that are critical to delivering core services.
In recent years, substantial work has been undertaken to assess the seismic strength and impact of maximum probable floods on key infrastructure such as the Council’s major
bridges (Manawatū River Bridge, Milson Line Bridge and Saddle Road Bridge) and the Turitea water supply dams.
These have been assessed as having sufficient strength (apart from the Milson Line Bridge) to withstand the required seismic design loadings, although some further detailed
assessment is required for the Turitea dams. The bridges have also been assessed as being capable of withstanding major flood events. The Milson Line bridge does carry some
higher risk in a major seismic event, but is scheduled for renewal in 2030–31 and the cost of earthquake strengthening before then is not economically justified.
Other key infrastructure that is critical to the continuation of services, such as the water and wastewater treatment plant civil structures, large pumping stations and large diameter
pipelines, have also been assessed and work identified to enable these structures to meet the required code levels for withstanding seismic shock. Programmes for strengthening
wastewater and water structures are included in this Strategy.
Generally, the transport network, with its grid network, has a high level of resilience to seismic activity, with particular lifeline risks for wider connection being the bridges identified
above and those under NZTA jurisdiction, namely SH3 Ashhurst Bridge and SH56 Opiki Bridge. Delivery of a further river crossing and the regional freight ring road will improve
transport resiliency.
A key part of increasing the resilience of the city’s infrastructure is to require new infrastructure to be built to a standard that will better withstand the effects of seismic events such
as liquefaction. The ongoing review of the District Plan will address this matter, particularly for new greenfields development. The Council’s engineering standards for land
development were revised in 2016, incorporating requirements for increased resilience with engineering works. A further review planned for 2021 is likely to incorporate further
requirements to strengthen the resilience of the pipe infrastructure as these practices are developed nationally.
Increased resiliency of infrastructure is also addressed in the impact of climate change issue. The specific options for improving resiliency are best addressed as part of individual
infrastructural projects, rather than a more general assessment of options.
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5.10

Impact of climate change

The Ministry for the Environment advises that climate change is the biggest environmental challenge of our time. The way Council invests in infrastructure can influence how much
the city mitigates climate change by reducing emissions and adapts to the effects of a changing climate.
The Council target is a 25% reduction in CO2e in Palmerston North by 2028. The task of lowering the carbon footprint forces Council to identify its inefficiencies and improve the way
it delivers infrastructure to improve energy efficiency, make better use of trees and natural systems, and take advantage of the opportunities offered by new technologies like LED
lighting. To achieve this target, Council needs to provide infrastructure that enables the rest of the city to make low-carbon choices, particularly for transport space, and support the
provision of fast-charging stations for electric vehicles.
The Ministry of the Environment predicts that over the longer term, the Manawatū-Wanganui region will become warmer and be subject to more extreme weather events, with the
region experiencing more frequent heavy rainfall events as well as more frequent droughts. Horizons Regional Council has increased its standard for defining areas prone to
flooding from 1% AEP (1-in-100-year) flood event to a 0.5% (1-in-200-year) flood event and completed significant upgrades to the Lower Manawatū Flood Protection scheme to take
account of this change.
This has significant implications for infrastructure, with many assets having life cycles of more than a hundred years, and in some case much more. Council needs to take account of
expected long-term future changes when they are built. The largest impact is on stormwater infrastructure. New infrastructure associated with development for growth will be
designed with the aim of having hydraulic neutrality for the development as a whole (not increasing the peak flows from the development area) and will take into account the
expected stormwater loadings.
There are also likely to be additional peak stormwater flows in the existing network as a result of infill development. Modelling has been carried out to assess the impact of
additional stormwater loading on the network, and provision has been made for stormwater network improvements over the period of this Strategy to allow for flooding issues to
be addressed. Water-sensitive design and green infrastructure approaches to development and a wider use of tools such as water tanks, green roofs, swales, rain gardens and
detention ponds will all help and should be encouraged. Council has recently tried to take a more naturalised approach to managing stormwater. This is apparent in Norton Park,
where a trial wetland has been established, as well as the nearby Edwards Pit Park, where Council has created and planted a series of wetlands to reduce pollution, illegal dumping
and damage to critical assets and habitats. Council will look for more opportunities to transform drainage corridors and urban waterways, to improve biodiversity and more
sustainably manage stormwater.
From time to time, water restriction measures need to be put into place for consumers during dry periods when water levels in the dams become low. In future, this may occur on a
more frequent basis and a lower yield come from the Turitea dams. However, this is likely to be variable and the city has a significant water supply from bores that can be managed
to alleviate a lower yield from the dams at times.
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In terms of options, the Resource Management Act and Local Government Act require the Council to adapt to the effects of climate change. While there is no explicit statutory
obligation to mitigate climate change by reducing Council and city emissions, there is a growing international commitment from states, cities and the private sector to reduce
carbon emissions. Agreements such as the 2015 Paris Accords and the Compact of Mayors, of which Palmerston North is a signatory, provide formal mechanisms to report on
emissions and share practical knowledge.
5.11

Modernisation of Central Energy Trust Arena

Central Energy Trust Arena is the regional hub for sports in the lower North Island and the city’s central hub for sport. It caters for some 36 different sporting codes in eight indoor
and a number of outdoor facilities. In addition, Central Energy Trust Arena accommodates a range of community activities, trade shows, exhibitions, conferences, concerts and a
host of other leisure and recreational functions.
National and international speedway events (some 23 meets per year) are held at Arena 1 and during those events occupy a large proportion of Central Energy Trust Arena overall,
with extensive parking and pit requirements. The ‘open pits’ arrangement is one of the few available (internationally), allowing the public to come into close contact with the stock
cars and teams.
While some of the Arenas and facilities are fit for purpose, others such as Arena 5 and aspects of the Pascal Street frontages to Arenas 2, 3 and 4 need to be improved. The rear
Fields (Arena 6) suffer from flooding and the introduction of all-weather surfaces would dramatically enhance the usability of these spaces. Improved capacity of Arena 1 is also
required along the southern and western embankments and re-use of modular seating no longer required within Arena 2 is to be utilised.
The sense of arrival at Central Energy Trust Arena is poor, with ill-defined entrances and entrance spaces onto Cuba Street and an unremarkable quality of design for the street
interface, fencing, planting, gates and building frontages. Acquisition of the south-east corner properties (Waldegrave/Cuba Streets) is important to align with the previous and
current masterplan and to resolve this important corner as an entrance location. Council has also expressed the view that the quality of the Central Energy Trust Arena has a
significant impact on the perception of Palmerston North by locals and visitors.
Council adopted the Central Energy Trust Arena Master Plan in December 2017 to inform future investment and address the issues detailed above. Four alternative development
options were considered during the development of the Central Energy Trust Arena Master Plan. The alternative development options are detailed in the Master Plan itself.
The preferred option proposes considerable change to the southern end of Central Energy Trust Arena addressing the speedway pits location and includes the following:




speedway pits relocated to the west with new built facilities
Sports House plus ticketing booth
Arena 5 redeveloped into multi-sport and community facility
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new Cuba Street main entrance and plaza
new South Grand Stand and western concourse to Arena 1
rear fields (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5) reconfigured with new Oakley Street access
service sheds relocated
Pascal Street frontage to Arenas 2 and 3 upgraded, new services and drop-off.

The Master Plan also details specific priorities and costing for projects to be included in the 10 Year Plan and projects beyond that timeframe. These projects have been included in
this Strategy.
5.12

Use of Council land for housing and development

While Palmerston North housing is more affordable than many other growing metropolitan cities in New Zealand, house prices have been increasing and as the city grows it is
susceptible to the sharp increases experienced in other cities. While this risk is being addressed via strategic land-use planning, changes to the District Plan and the provision of
growth infrastructure, the Council can also use its own land for housing and development to provide increased choice, competition and revenue. This is an activity the Council has
undertaken in the past, although there has been no activity in recent years.
The Council owns a significant portion of the Whakarongo Residential Area and has included specific infrastructural programmes to develop this land for housing. This is in addition
to the growth infrastructure programmes required to service the broader Whakarongo Residential Area. The 10 Year Plan also includes a series of investigations of other Council
owned land to determine whether they are appropriate for development.
If the Council-led development at Whakarongo is successful and the investigation of other Council-owned land identifies opportunities for further development, this is an activity
the Council has signalled that it would like to increase its involvement in. Longer term it is likely there are further opportunities for using Council land for housing and development
over and above those sites specifically identified for investigation in the 10 Year Plan.
In terms of options, Council could sell its land at Whakarongo, partner with a developer to deliver sections, develop the land for sections or develop the land for section and house
packages. Developing the land for sections is preferred as it best achieves the goal of providing increased choice, competition and revenue with the least overall risk. A Council-led
development also provides the opportunity to demonstrate the benefits of good urban design in greenfields residential development. Longer term, the Council could elect to
continue to be involved in using Council land for housing and development or leaving it to the market.
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5.13

Te Manawa

Te Manawa Museum of Art, Science and History are located in a series of aged Council buildings which are not fit-for-purpose and contain some earthquake prone buildings. TeManawa has developed an ambitious concept plan for a complete redevelopment which could cost up to $58 million. As the asset owner for the existing buildings the Council has
supported redevelopment in principle and allocated a contribution up to $15 million within its 10 Year Plan. In terms of options, the Council can decide to invest or not invest. This
Strategy determines that investment in Te Manawa is an important catalyst project for the city. In reaching this decision, the Council has had to carefully consider the size of its
financial contribution alongside its other priorities. The timing of the funding allocation from 2023 was deliberate and allows Te Manawa time to fundraise the balance of $43
million. Te Manawa has developed a concept plan, with further detailed work required to develop specific options.
5.14

Central Library

The Central Library is the most used Council facility, with more than 10 million visits since it opened 20 years ago. The Library remains at the forefront of community services and
anchors the city’s cultural precinct, but since opening the nature of its services has changed in line with community needs.
The resources and services the Library provides are undergoing transformational change as libraries adapt from static to dynamic; fixed to flexible; separated technology to
embraced technology; collection to connection; book warehouse to community centre and transactions to relationships. To complement the attitudinal change required, the
physical space of the Central Library needs a major revitalisation, to maintain its place as one of the truly outstanding public libraries in the country, if not further afield.
Significant work was undertaken in early 2016 to consider options and develop a concept design. This was informed by PNCC’s understanding of global and national trends in library
developments and the views of customers, stakeholders and staff. Consultation with the public provided significant input into developing the design brief, so users and potential
users could have their views heard about what was important to them about the current Library - and what they would like to see offered in the future.
The unique cultural and heritage features of the facility provide a number of challenges to a revitalisation of the building. To ensure that these are met, a significant programme of
works has been included in the 10 Year Plan to enable the Library to evolve, embrace technology and provide services and programmes to support life-long learning, information
access, cultural expression and social inclusion.
Initial planning for the revitalisation project showed that Council needs to do more assessment of the building and its fixtures and fitting before awarding the contract for the
upgrade work. This is a prudent approach to ensure that Council does not find unexpected problems “behind the walls” when the work starts. Council is still committed to the
Library of the Future project, but the library has more than 2000 visitors a day and is a heritage building so it is important to get things right. The results of the building assessment
will be available from about May 2018. Further consultation and assessment of options will occur at that point. In the meantime, Council has a budget of about $7.7 million over
the next three years to replace components of the building that are worn out. This will be done in a way that fits with the future upgrade. The building work and the future
upgrade will be done within existing budgets (including the proposed $7.7m).
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6.

How council intends to manage its infrastructure assets

6.1

Renewals

As noted in section 5.5, Council has limited options for renewing infrastructure. It has a statutory responsibility to meet the current and future needs of communities for goodquality local infrastructure in a way that is most cost-effective for households and businesses. Good-quality in this context means infrastructure that is efficient, effective, and
appropriate to present and anticipated future circumstances. This means Council must look after the infrastructure it already has. This is usually done by renewing assets when they
reach the end of their useful life. Council could choose to defer renewals, but this would place an increased financial burden on future generations and is unlikely to meet the
primary purpose of local government with respect to good quality infrastructure.
More specific renewal details for each asset group are provided in section 7.
6.2

Growth or decline in demand for services

As noted in section 3.3, Palmerston North is expanding and the Council wants to accelerate the city’s growth and prosperity. Having a ready supply of land with infrastructure to
support the city’s growth will ensure Council can harness new development opportunities and increase Palmerston North’s competitiveness. The Council has adopted a hybrid
growth scenario based on a specific Palmerston North high growth projection for years 1 - 10 and a Statistics New Zealand (December 2016) medium growth projection for years 11
– 30, which also accommodates the additional margins required by the National Policy Statement for Urban Development Capacity for the household projections, but not the
population projections. The specific population and household projections are detailed in section 3.3.
Commercial office and retail development is expected to utilise existing infrastructure capacity within the city centre. Industrial development is projected at the NEIZ and Longburn,
with significant new infrastructure investment required at the NEIZ. The infrastructure servicing the industrial land at Longburn is currently privately owned and it is unclear
whether the landowner will upgrade the infrastructure to meet Council engineering standards.
6.3

Increases or decreases in levels of service

Taking into account Council’s broader strategic framework, the anticipated increases in levels of service relate to the following infrastructure and assets:





City centre streetscapes. See programmes: 209, 244, 247, 248, 900, 1377, 1400, 1402.
Buildings to support the Te Manawa 2025 project. See programme: 1460.
Central Library (Library of the Future). See programme: 1518.
Urban bus terminal. See programme: 243.
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Central Energy Trust Arena. See programmes: 990, 1082, 1083, 1194.
Victoria Esplanade. See programmes: 1454, 1081, 1127.
Manawatū River Park. See programme: 752.
Facilities to support alternative transport, including shared path extensions. Multiple programmes.
Ahimate Park and Linklater Reserve. See programme: 568, 587.
Council housing (Papaioea Place). See programmes: 357, 1219, 1459.
LED street lighting. See programme: 1086.
Water-sensitive design and green infrastructure. Multiple programmes.
Design infrastructure to accommodate the effects of climate change and natural hazards. Multiple programmes.

For specific levels of service see the activity pages of the Proposed 10 Year Plan. This is background information that will be provided alongside the Infrastructure Strategy.
6.4

Public health and environmental outcomes

Wastewater
The Council is required to apply for new resource consents for its wastewater discharge to the Manawatū River by June 2022. The Best Practicable Option (BPO) review, which has
just begun, will be identifying ways to improve the city’s wastewater treatment so as to reduce its environmental impact on the health of the Manawatū River, particularly when the
river level is low. Council will be actively engaging with the community throughout this process to help identify possible future treatment options. For the 10 Year Plan, it has been
assumed that a solution will be provided with a capital outlay of $110 million (plus inflation) between 2023 and 2028.
Climate change
The Council target is a 25% reduction in CO2e in Palmerston North by 2028. The task of lowering our carbon footprint forces Council to identify its inefficiencies, and improve the
way it delivers infrastructure to improve energy efficiency, make better use of trees and natural systems, and take advantage of the opportunities offered by new technologies like
LED lighting. To achieve this target, the Council needs to provide infrastructure that enables the rest of the city to make low-carbon choices, particularly for transport space, and
support the provision of fast-charging stations for electric vehicles.
Stormwater
There are also likely to be additional peak stormwater flows in the existing network as a result of climate change and increasing infill development. Water-sensitive design and
green infrastructure approaches to development and a wider use of tools such as water tanks, green roofs, swales, rain gardens and detention ponds will all help and be
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encouraged. Council has recently tried to take a more naturalised approach to managing stormwater. This is apparent in Norton Park, where a trial wetland has been established, as
well as the nearby Edwards Pit Park, where Council has created and planted a series of wetlands to reduce pollution, illegal dumping and damage to critical assets and habitats. The
Council will look for more opportunities to transform drainage corridors and urban waterways, to improve biodiversity and more sustainably manage stormwater.
6.5

Service Delivery

Service delivery is provided by a mixture of using in house resources and externally contracted resources. Operation and maintenance of the stormwater, wastewater and water
assets (3 waters) and property and recreation assets is largely provided by in house resources apart from the aquatic facilities for which a long term facilities management contract
is in place. Some property maintenance is also contracted externally.
Roading maintenance is provided through a 4 year externally let maintenance contract. There are also a number of other external roading contracts for specialist areas such as road
marking, lighting and traffic signals.
Renewal of assets and construction of new assets is largely undertaken through external contractors with a small amount done by internal resources in the three waters and
property and recreation areas where there is capacity to do the work.
6.6

Data Reliability

Renewal and maintenance forecasts are based on knowledge about Council’s assets, their performance and their condition. Data about the physical attributes of the assets
including when the asset was constructed and the condition of the asset is kept on Council’s asset management systems. Most asset registers are over 90% complete and have a
high level of accuracy. The condition rating of the assets comes from periodic survey of the assets.
Overall this data is considered reliable with a good level of data confidence. Generally there is better condition information about above ground assets than below ground assets.
There are processes to keep this data maintained and for new assets to be entered into the system.
Data collection and verification is an ongoing process with Council’s knowledge of its assets improving all the time. The next review of the asset management plans will benefit from
a higher level of data reliability which will be reflected in its maintenance and renewal forecasts.
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7.

Infrastructure assets: The most likely scenario

The Council prepared 30-year Asset Management Plans (AMPs) during 2017. These AMPs set out the programmes that are assessed as optimal for the maintenance, renewal and
development of the assets. The programmes from these plans have informed the 10 Year Plan process, although there has been some adjustment during this process to the scope
and timing of some programmes to fit better with Council priorities and community affordability.
The most likely 30-year scenario for the management of Council assets comprises the infrastructure programmes that form part of the 10 Year Plan in years 1–10 and the AMP
programmes for years 11–30.
The following sections outline the major programmes in each of the asset areas (that also cover the significant infrastructure issues identified in Section 5) together with indicative
present day costs, when a decision by council can be expected, and what options can be expected to be considered.
Section 7.6 shows inflation adjusted 30 year financial forecasts for each year for the first 10 years and then the 5 year average for the remainder of the 30 years for operational,
renewal and capital development programmes. The capital development programme also shows the overall split between expenditure for growth and for increased level of
service.
Council’s AMPs give further information about the management of the assets and programmes that are part of the most likely scenario.
7.1

Transport

Renewal
Renewal of transport infrastructure covers assets comprising roads, footpaths, parking, street facilities, street lighting and traffic services and requires around $8.0 million (presentday cost) on average to be spent annually over 30 years to maintain these assets in good condition. Generally the lifecycle of the transport assets, apart from bridges, is shorter
than those in the pipe networks.
The major expense is incurred in rehabilitation of the sealed pavements and resurfacing of sealed roads with about 2km of pavement rehabilitation and 25–30km of resurfacing
being undertaken each year. Footpath renewals have also been accelerated. The largest single renewal is the renewal or replacement of the Milson Line overbridge scheduled for
2029–31.
Capital development (growth and LOS)
Major transport programmes include the following:
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growth programmes to service Whakarongo, City West and North East Industrial Zone
city centre streetscape upgrade
new urban bus terminal
pedestrian / cycle bridge and extensions to the shared pathway network
regional freight ring road and further bridge crossing.

Besides the major expenditure items listed in the table below, there are a variety of other capital programmes over 30 years to improve safety for all road users, including
pedestrians, particularly at intersections, road widening and road realignment in places to accommodate increasing traffic demands and maintain the level of service.
Transport programmes, principal options and timing of decisions
$m presentday costs

$m cost with
inflation

When Council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

2018-48

1.86 p.a.
(average)

2.71 p.a.
(average)

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

Sealed road resurfacing

2018-48

2.39 p.a.
(average)

3.55 p.a.
(average)

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential
of the asset.
The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential
of the asset.

Milson Line overbridge

2029-31

5.0

6.7

In the 10 Year Plan preceding the scheduled renewal date

Options will be developed at least three years
prior to the scheduled renewal date

2018-30

11.5

12.8

2018-25

5.60

6.2

Upgrading of James Line to support Whakarongo development
commenced 2017/18. The schedule and timing of roading
infrastructure established through the 2018-28 Year Plan process
Through 2018-28 10 Year Plan process.

Provision of infrastructure in line with PNCC
engineering standards and the Whakarongo
Structure Plan.
Continuation of programme established in 201525 10 Year Plan to service the NEIZ Extension.
Timing of programmes subject to demand and

Major programmes

When

Renewals
Sealed pavement renewals

Development
Infrastructure to support
Whakarongo residential
development
Infrastructure to support
NEIZ industrial
development
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Major programmes

When

$m presentday costs

$m cost with
inflation

Infrastructure to support
City West residential
development
Urban design streetscape

2020-45

39.3

58.4

The development of this area will be subject to further investigation
and planning process over the next few years.

2018-28

23.1

25.3

Bus terminal

2020-24

6.1

6.6

Shared pathways

2018-31

9.4

9.9

Cycle / pedestrian bridge
Manawatū River Bridge

2017-20
2040-43

7.4
79.0

7.4
141.0

The overall scope of the project was endorsed by Council in 2016.
The decision around timing for the different stages is part of the
2018-28 10 Year Plan process following earlier consultation. Later
stages may be modified in future 10 Year Plan processes.
The broad programme has been considered as part of the City
Centre Streetscape programme. There will be a further Council
decision on the best option before implementing a programme
over the period 2020-24.
This is a programme of developing shared pathways around the
city. The broad on-going programme has been decided through the
2018-28 10 Year Plan process. It may be modified in subsequent 10
Year Plans.
Option decided by Council in August 2016
From around 2035 onwards noting that demand on the Fitzherbert
corridor is under constant monitoring. Decisions around the
strategic transport route connected with the eventual decision by
NZTA on the Manawatū Gorge option may change this timeframe

Upgraded strategic routes
to HPMV standard

2018-23

11.4

11.9

When Council decision likely

Programme established through the 2010 Joint Transport Study.
This will need to be reviewed, depending on NZTA’s decision on the
new route through the Manawatū Gorge.
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Expected principal options to be considered
alignment with other investment.
Options for development of the different parts of
City West areas will be identified as Council and
developers work through the processes
Options relate mainly to the timing of the
different stages.

Options relating to siting and scope of terminal to
be further identified and considered by the
Council
Options relate to timing of different sections and
the standard of pathway surface. E.g. limestone,
A/C). The appropriateness of surface relates to
the resilience required for each section
Options with respect to siting of the bridge and
development of routes will be fully examined
closer to the scheduled time.
Options to be considered once the Manawatū
Gorge route is decided on.

7.2

Stormwater

Renewal
While there is an ongoing programme of minor renewals of stormwater assets, no major renewal programme is required during this period. This is because stormwater assets
operate in a less aggressive environment compared to the wastewater network and consequently have longer asset lives. Generally, the stormwater system is still in the early
stages of its life cycle.
Capital development (growth & LOS)
There are major programmes during this period for extending the stormwater system to the Whakarongo and City West Residential areas and the North East Industrial Zone to
provide for predicted residential and industrial growth. However, it is also expected that developers will design future subdivisions in accordance with the principles of maintaining
hydraulic neutrality with respect to the surrounding drainage channels. Council may have to facilitate in some cases the construction of detention storage and this is provided for in
this Strategy. In addition there is an ongoing programme of stormwater improvement works to correct flooding inundation issues and improve stormwater discharge quality.
Further modelling work has been undertaken to inform this programme and take into account the likely changes in frequency and intensity of storm events that is likely to occur as
a result of climate change and increasing density of infill housing over this period.
Stormwater Principal Options and Timing of Decisions

Major programmes
Renewals
Citywide renewal works

When

Ongoing
over 30
years

$m
present-day
cost

$m
cost with
inflation

11.8

16.7

When council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

Through 2018-28 10 Year Plan and subsequent
10 Year Plan processes

Most cost-effective renewal solution identified through the
design process

Development
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$m
cost with
inflation

2018-24

$m
present-day
cost
1.8

Stormwater systems for North
East Industrial Extension

2018-34

Stormwater systems for City
West residential growth area
Stormwater Improvement
works, including new pump
stations

Major programmes

When

Provision of stormwater
systems for Whakarongo
residential development

7.3

When council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

1.9

The schedule and timing of stormwater
infrastructure established through the 20182028 Year Plan process

Provision of infrastructure in line with the Whakarongo
Structure Plan, PNCC engineering standards and low-impact
design principles.

1.1

1.3

In line with PNCC engineering standards and low-impact
design principles. Most effective solution finalised through
design process.

2029-28

1.5

1.8

2018-48

11.0

16.3

NEIZ Extension rezoned 2016.
Timing of stormwater infrastructure
established through 2018-28 10 Year Plan
process.
The development of this area will be subject to
further investigation and planning process over
the next few years
Ongoing decision making through 10 Year Plan
and Annual Plan processes to meet specific
issues in the stormwater system.

Options will be identified as Council works through the
process
Options will be identified on a case-by-case basis

Water

Renewal
Most of the pipe network is in very good physical condition. However, there are some major items for renewal and refurbishment during this period, as discussed below.
Over the period 2010–14, pipeline renewal was focused on replacing cast iron pipes to address the discoloured water issue. Subsequently, the focus has been on replacing asbestos
cement (A/C) pipelines. The life of these pipelines is proving to be less than originally expected resulting in a higher number of pipe breaks and increased maintenance costs. An
increased A/C replacement programme is now programmed through to 2030 to maintain the serviceability of the network. There is also a need to renew the supply main from the
Lower Turitea Dam through to Ngahere Park reservoir. This will be done in conjunction with the duplication of the pipeline from the Water Treatment Plan so as to also increase
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the resilience and security of this supply. The rising main from the Ashhurst bore to its reservoir is also in need of replacement. The other area of major renewal investment
required in this period is the replacement or redevelopment of several of the bores feeding the city’s water supply. Bores programmed over the next few years include Ashhurst,
Takaro and Roberts Line with other bores programmed for redevelopment over the following 25 years.
Capital development (growth & LOS)
There are major programmes during this period for extending the water system to the Whakarongo and City West Residential areas and North East Industrial Zone to provide for
projected residential and industrial growth. Some seismic strengthening of water structures is scheduled to bring these up to building code standards and increase the resilience of
the water system. Likewise, replacement of the older Ngahere Park reservoir is planned since it is a more cost-effective option than seismic strengthening of the existing reservoir.
Other major programmes that provide for ensuring a secure and safe water supply for the city include duplicating the main supply pipeline from the water treatment plant to the
Ngahere Park reservoirs and providing additional barrier protection at the Turitea water treatment plant, which is expected to be an outcome of the review of the NZ drinking water
standards.
The Report of the Havelock North Drinking Water Inquiry: Stage 2 has thrown a spotlight on drinking water treatment standards. The results of the New Zealand Drinking Water
standards review is due shortly and expected to require an additional process of UV treatment at surface water treatment plants and provision of storage to provide contact time
for chlorine disinfection to achieve current free available chlorine guideline levels at all bores. As indicated above, there is already some provision in this Strategy for implementing
UV treatment at the Turitea water treatment plant over the period 2021–24. There is also provision for adding storage to some bores so that the required contact time to meet a
FAC standard can be met. However, once new standards are released it will be necessary to review both the timing and financial provision required in order to meet them.
There are other more minor programmes over the 30 year period covering access road improvements, upgrading communication technology, water pressure management and
various new water pipeline linkages to increase the resilience and reliability of the water supply system.
Water principal options and timing of decisions

Major programmes

When
programmed

$m
presentday cost

$m cost
with
inflation

When Council decision likely

Renewals
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Expected principal options to be considered

Major programmes

When
programmed

$m
presentday cost
2.2

$m cost
with
inflation
2.5

When Council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

Through 2018-25 10 Year Plan and
subsequent 10 Year Plan processes as
further work is undertaken

Rehabilitation options to be identified and considered to
determine the most cost-effective solution as part of implementing
the programme.

Rehabilitation of pipeline from
Lower Dam to Ngahere Park
reservoirs

2024-26

Water bore replacement or
redevelopment

Ongoing
through 30year period
Ongoing
through 30year period
2020-23

3.2

3.8

Through 2018-28 10 Year Plan and
subsequent 10 Year Plan processes

Most cost-effective solution identified through the design process.

33.8

43.5

Through 2018-28 and subsequent 10 Year
Plan processes

3.0

3.2

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

These pipes are part of ongoing network replacement to maintain
the integrity and service potential of the asset at the least overall
cost.
Options will be identified to find the most cost-effective solution

Ongoing
through 30
years

3.8

5.6

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan and
subsequent 10 Year Plan processes

Most cost-effective solution will be identified for each site at the
time of implementation.

2018 -22

3.3

3.4

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

Through
period
2018-28
2019-21 &
2024-28

1.4

1.6

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process
and subsequent Annual Budget processes

Options identified to find the most cost-effective overall solution
to meet the needs of the rezoned Whakarongo area in keeping
with Council’s desired timing for developing this area.
Further investigation work to be done to identify options

5.3

6.4

2020-23

1.3

1.4

The development of this area will be
subject to further investigation and
planning process over the next few years
Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

Network pipeline renewal

Ashhurst bore to reservoir pipe
replacement
Water bore headworks and
stations renewal
Development
Development of water supply
network for Whakarongo
residential growth
Development of water supply
for NEIZ industrial growth
Development of water supply
for City West residential
growth
Seismic strengthening of water
structures to meet building
code
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Options will be identified as Council works through the planning
process
Work done will be to meet seismic code requirements. In some
cases, replacement rather than strengthening will need to be
considered in identifying the most cost effective solution

Duplicate pipeline from water
treatment plant to Ngahere
Park reservoirs
Upgrade to respond to review
of NZ Drinking Water
Standards

2019-21

$m
presentday cost
5.6

2022-26

4.3

4.7

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan and
subsequent 10 Year Plan processes.

New water supply reservoirs to
replace an earthquake-prone
reservoir and enhance supply
storage in the city (including
FAC provision at the Keith
Street bore)

Through
period 202027

7.3

8.2

Through 2018-28 10 Year Plan and
subsequent 10 Year Plan processes.

Major programmes

7.4

When
programmed

$m cost
with
inflation
5.8

When Council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

Further work to be done on route and pipeline configuration to
establish the best solution
The result of the review of drinking water standards is expected
shortly. This, together with any further outcomes of the Havelock
North Drinking Water inquiry, may require a review of this
programme.
Optimal solution will be decided through the design process for
each site.

Wastewater

Renewal
The Totara Road Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) was opened in 1969. Several of the plant’s components are now reaching the end of their asset lives and in need of renewal
or refurbishment. Some components such as screens and sludge digester lids have been renewed recently and further items such as the grit removal chamber and inlet pumps are
planned for replacement in 2018-19. Some further components, however, such as the primary sedimentation tanks will not be renewed until the outcome of the current Best
Practicable Option (BPO) review for the city’s wastewater disposal is known since this could result in a different configuration of the treatment process. There is an ongoing pipe
renewal programme throughout the period of the Strategy replacing around 2.5kmof pipes per year to maintain the serviceability of the network. This also includes some significant
trunk main renewal in Maxwell’s Line and Bennett Street. This programme is integrated with the stormwater infiltration and control programme to optimise expenditure. There are
also 36 pump stations for which replacement of pumps and electrical equipment is provided for.
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Capital development (growth & LOS)
There are major programmes during this period for extending the wastewater system to the Whakarongo and City West Residential areas and North East Industrial Zone to provide
for residential and industrial growth. Some seismic strengthening of the civil structures at the WWTP is scheduled to bring these up to building code standards.
The most significant expenditure during this period relates to the BPO review. This review is to identify the best practicable solution for the city’s wastewater disposal and
treatment so as to meet the higher environmental standards required by Horizon’s One Plan. New resource consents need to be applied for before June 2022. The process for
Council investigating all practicable options for treatment and disposal of the city’s wastewater has just commenced. A provision of $110 million (plus inflation ) for capital
expenditure has been made to cover the cost of this project, but this will be subject to review as investigations and community consultation proceeds.

Major programmes

When

$m
present-day
cost

$m
cost with
inflation

When council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

Renewals
Treatment plant renewals

2018-19

1.7

1.7

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

Ongoing
2018-48

57.2

81.5

Through the 3 yearly 10 Year Plan process

This programme reflects the most cost-effective option.
Deferring renewals increases risk of asset failure
The programme is optimised to reduce both the risk of pipe
failure and the ingress of stormwater into the wastewater
system in the most cost-effective way.

2018-23

1.2

1.2

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

Sections
upgraded

3.6

4.4

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process

Pipeline renewals

Development
Extension of network to service
Whakarongo residential
development
Extension and upgrading of
network to service North East
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Provision of infrastructure in line with PNCC engineering
standards, the Whakarongo Structure Plan and Council’s
desired timing for development of this area.
Most cost-effective solution programmed

Major programmes

When

$m
present-day
cost

$m
cost with
inflation

industrial zone
Extension of network to service
City West residential
development
Seismic strengthening of
wastewater structures to meet
building code requirements
Treatment plant consent
renewal upgrade

2018-29
Various
2019-24

1.2

1.3

2018-20

1.1

1.1

2023-27

110.0

129.0

7.5

When council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

The development of this area will be subject
to further investigation and planning process
over the next few years
Decided through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan
process

Options for the most appropriate system will be identified as
Council works through the process

Investigation into finding the Best Practicable
Option for the future treatment and disposal
of the city’s wastewater has begun. Council
is required to have made the final decision
on the BPO for the wastewater scheme by
June 2021.

Options of continued river discharge, land-based treatment
and disposal and a mix of the two are expected to be
considered during the BPO process. The Council has made a
budget assumption of $110m so it can finalise the 2018 10
Year Plan. This is based on significantly improving the
treatment of wastewater, with continued discharge into the
river. This does not signal that this is the preferred option.
Council has used it to develop a 10 Year Plan budget at a
time when it does not know what the options might cost.
Land or ocean disposal could cost up to $250m-$300m.

Work done to meet seismic code requirements. Timing of
work set during the 10 Year Plan process

Property and recreation assets

Renewal
Major renewal programmes throughout the 30-year period include citywide playgrounds, citywide reserves, aquatics (Lido and Freyberg community pool assets), Central Energy
Trust Arena, community housing refurbishment and cultural facilities refurbishment.
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Capital development (growth & LOS)
Major property and recreation programmes include the following:






buildings to support the Te Manawa 2025 project
Central Library (Library of the Future)
Central Energy Trust Arena
strengthening of Council-owned earthquake-prone buildings
local reserves at Whakarongo and City West.

Besides the major expenditure items listed in the table below, there are a variety of other capital programmes over 30 years related to meeting demands and maintaining the level
of service for reserves, sports fields, walkways, cemeteries and public toilets.
Property and recreation assets, principal options and timing of decisions

Major programmes
Renewals
Citywide playground
renewals
Citywide reserve renewals

Aquatics - Lido and
Freyburg community pool
asset renewals
Central Energy Trust Arena
Manawatū asset
refurbishment

When

Ongoing
through
30 years
Ongoing
through
30 years
Ongoing
through
30 years
Ongoing
through
30 years

$m
present-day
cost

$m
cost with
inflation

9.9

When Council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

13.6

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

7.8

11.4

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

15.0

21.7

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

38.9

57.4

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential of
the asset.
The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential of
the asset.
The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential of
the asset.
The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential of
the asset.
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$m
present-day
cost

$m
cost with
inflation

Ongoing
through
30 years
Ongoing
through
30 years

13.6

Major programmes

When

When Council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered

Community housing
refurbishment

19.6

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

35.5

51.8

Appropriate level of renewal decided through each 10 Year Plan
process

The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential of
the asset.
The renewal programme reflects the most costeffective option to maintain the service potential of
the asset.

2018-23

24.5

25.4

Central Energy Trust Arena
Masterplan – future
development

2029-35

31.9

42.8

Reserves land purchase and
development for
Whakarongo residential
growth

2018-25

2.0

2.1

The Arena Masterplan was adopted in 2018 to inform the 2018
10 Year Plan which includes programmes to deliver on the
Masterplan. Future 10 Year Plans will determine investment
priorities beyond 2021.
The Arena Masterplan was adopted in 2018 to inform the 2018
10 Year Plan, which includes programmes to deliver on the
Masterplan. Future 10 Year Plans will determine investment
priorities beyond 2021.
During the course of the 2018 10 Year Plan as the Whakarongo
Residential Area develops.

Reserves land purchase and
development for City West
residential growth

2021-39

10.2

21.3

During the course of future 10 Year Plans as the City West
Residential Area develops.

Development of Victoria
Esplanade

2021-29

2.9

3.2

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes.

Cultural facilities
refurbishment
Development
Central Energy Trust Arena
Masterplan – various
projects
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The Arena Masterplan considered a variety of
development options.

The Arena Masterplan considered a variety of
development options.

The reserve locations are directed by the
Whakarongo Structure Plan in the District Plan.
Developer agreements where reserves are provided
in lieu of development contributions could be
considered.
The reserve locations will be directed by the City
West Structure Plan to be included in the District
Plan. Developer agreements where reserves are
provided in lieu of development contributions could
be considered.
An Esplanade Masterplan is being developed
alongside the 2018 LTP which will consider a variety

Major programmes

When

$m
present-day
cost

$m
cost with
inflation

Implementation of the
Manawatū River
Framework Plan
Kelvin Grove Community
Hub
City West Community
Centre
Seismic strengthening of
Council-owned buildings
Papaoeia Place
refurbishment stages 1&2

2018-28

4.4

4.8

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes.

2023-24

4.0

4.4

2037-43

4.9

8.4

2018-25

5.3

5.6

2018-23

9.0

9.4

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes.
Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes
Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes
Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes

Te Manawa upgrade
(Option A)

2022-30

58.0

69.3

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes

Central Library upgrade

2018-21

7.5

7.7

Through the 2018-28 10 Year Plan process and subsequent 10
Year Plan processes

7.6

When Council decision likely

Expected principal options to be considered
of development options.
The Manawatū River Framework was adopted by
Council in 2015 and included a variety of
development options.
Multi-purpose community hubs combining services
provided by other agencies are being investigated.
Multi-purpose community hubs combining services
provided by other agencies are being investigated
Directed by legislation. Options relate to the way in
which strengthening is carried out.
Three formal proposals were assessed. The preferred
option is being refined via internal design review
processes.
Te Manawa has developed a high-level concept plan
which will be refined as planning and fundraising
progresses.
The Library of the Future project considered a
variety of options prior to confirmation of the
programmes.

Financial expenditure – operating and capital (inflation indexed)

The following graphs show the projected capital and operating expenditure that is associated with the management and development of the assets. Annual expenditure is shown
for the first 10 years and corresponds to the 10 Year Plan. Years 11–30 of the Strategy are shown as an annual average for five-yearly bands. The detail of this expenditure is
covered in the relevant AMPs. These projections are adjusted for inflation using the relevant BERL indices. (Note: The previous figures in this Strategy are shown as present-day
costs.)
Operational
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Operational costs through this period are projected to rise steadily during the 30 years, in keeping with the increased asset base. The largest increase during the period is in
wastewater, where a substantial increase in operating costs will be required in about 2027 for a further treatment facility likely to be required to obtain new discharge consents.

Renewal
The overall level of renewals expenditure is expected to be fairly constant throughout the 30 years, with differences from year to year reflecting significant projects undertaken in a
given year and some adjustment of timing to align better with other programmes. Further information about renewals and sustainability of asset performance is given in each of the
AMPs.
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Capital development
The first graph shows the capital development requirements for each activity area. The transport activity has the largest overall requirement for new asset investment, with the
further river crossing showing through at the end of the 30-year period. Wastewater also has a significant requirement for asset development over the period 2023–27, particularly
for additional treatment facilities required to meet new consent conditions.
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The second capital development graph shows the breakdown between expenditure for growth and what is required to maintain or improve the level of service. A significant
proportion of the expenditure for growth is for providing infrastructure for the Whakarongo and City West residential growth areas and the NEIZ growth area.
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8.

Significant decisions

The significant decisions are the Council response to the significant infrastructure issues identified above. The significant decisions are:
Wastewater treatment and upgrading: It has been assumed that a solution will be provided with a capital outlay of $110 million (plus inflation) and that the expenditure will be
incurred between 2023 and 2028.
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Provision of a further river crossing and regional freight ring road: Delivery of the regional freight ring road and provision of a further river crossing will only be viable for the
Council with financial assistance from NZTA. The decision on the Manawatū Gorge replacement will affect the way in which the regional freight ring road is delivered.
Development of new infrastructure for growth: Council will provide new infrastructure for growth in a manner that:
a) is appropriately timed to service growth in greenfields areas
b) aligns the capacity of new infrastructure the likely activities that will occur in greenfields areas, particularly new industrial development
c) accounts for projected brownfield development and the resulting impact on infrastructure capacity.
Renewal of infrastructure: Council has a statutory responsibility to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure in a way that is most
cost-effective for households and businesses. A total of about $566 million (present-day cost) over the next 30 years is estimated to be required to ensure that infrastructure is kept
in good condition so that it can go on providing the same level of service to the community.
Application of urban design: Significant budgets have been included to deliver on the City Centre Streetscape Plan, Manawatū River Framework and Central Energy Trust Arena
Master Plan. New processes and support is required to ensure that a multi-disciplinary approach is applied to the planning and delivery of Council projects.
Facilities to encourage alternative transport modes: The Council will continue with catalyst projects such as the pedestrian and cycle bridge and extensions to the shared path
network, and combine these with incremental change as part of the delivery of day-to-day transportation infrastructure.
Security of water supply: Water is generally readily available and capacity is adequate to service our current and foreseeable demands. However, summertime droughts have led to
a need to conserve water for months at a time. In order to conserve water the Council will need to assess the costs and benefits of reducing water pressure and investigate
domestic water saving and storage solutions.
Increasing resilience of infrastructure: A key part of increasing the resilience of the city’s infrastructure is to require new infrastructure to be built to a standard that will better
withstand the effects of seismic events such as liquefaction. The review of the District Plan and Council’s Engineering Standards for Land Development will need to address these
matters.
Impact of climate change: A changing climate has significant implications for infrastructure with many assets having life-cycles of over a hundred years. The Council target is a 25%
reduction in CO2e in Palmerston North by 2028. The task of lowering our carbon footprint forces us to identify our inefficiencies, and improve the way Council delivers
infrastructure.
Modernisation of Central Energy Trust Arena: Delivery of the Central Energy Trust Arena Master Plan relative to other investment priorities and ensuring the principles of the
Master Plan are not lost during implementation over 10 plus years.
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Use of Council land for housing: Budgets have been included to develop sections at the Council owned land at Whakarongo and investigate opportunities to develop other Council
owned land.
Te Manawa and Library of the Future: The scale of the funding commitment to support significant upgrades to important social and cultural assets.

9.

Assumptions

The key assumptions relate to asset life cycle, growth or decline in the demand for services, and increases or decreases in levels of service.
9.1

Asset life cycle

The following asset life cycles for the main components have been used to inform the valuation of the assets and, together with condition and performance information, the
renewal programme:

Activity
TRANSPORT

Asset type

Description

Road pavements

Formation and base course
Asphaltic concrete
Chip seal
Asphaltic concrete
Concrete
Channels and sumps
Culverts
Reinforced concrete components
Steel beams
Concrete pole
Luminaire
Shelter
Main terminal
Limestone
Asphaltic concrete

Footpaths
Drainage
Bridges
Street lighting
Bus shelters
Cycleways

Assumed life
(years)
100
30
12
30
80
80
40
125
125
80
25
15-20
50
5
25
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STORMWATER

Pipes and channels

WASTEWATER

Pipe network
Pump stations

Treatment plant

WATER

Headworks

Treatment facilities

Reservoirs
distribution
network

PROPERTY AND

Buildings

Pipes and culverts
Manholes and structures
Mains and sump connections
Kerb connections
Concrete retaining and flood walls
Concrete channel lining
Earthen stop banks, channels and storage basins
Pipes
Manholes
Civil structure
Mechanical plant (pumps)
Electrical equipment
Building and civil
Electrical
Mechanical
Pipework
Bores
Pipework
Valves
Pumps
Electrical
Telemetry
Building
Structures
Pipework
Mechanical
Electrical
Structures
Pipes (ductile iron, steel, PVC, Polyethylene, ABS)
AC pipes
Hydrants and valves
Structural

100-175
150
150
80
120
70
indefinite
100-175
150
100
10-35
15-25
100
30
30
50
35
50-100
50-80
15-35
10-35
15
75-100
75-100
50-100
10-35
10-30
100
120
60-90
75
50-100
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RECREATIONAL
ASSETS
Services

Grounds

Park furniture
Aquatic facilities

Walls cladding
Roofing
Electrical
Heating and ventilation
Lifts
Mechanical
Fences and gates
Carparks
Hardcourts
Driveways and access
Signs
Play equipment
Pool structure
Pool equipment

Assumptions
Population and household growth
The following populations projections are assumed:




35-100
20-75
15-40
10-25
25-40
12-35
10-25
10-50
25-40
30-50
10
10-25
10-50
10-20
Uncertainties and implications

Demand for services and levels of service

If the rate of growth is different from what has been predicted, changes will need to be made to the timing of the
growth programmes. The three-year review of AMPs and the 10 Year Plan minimises the risk of expenditure not
matching growth requirements.

10-year projection 2018–28, 940 people per annum at 1.0%
20-year projection 2018–38, 710 people per annum at 0.7%
30-year projection 2018–8, 598 people per annum at 0.6%

The following household projections are assumed:




9.2

10-year projection 2018–28, 460 households per annum at 1.3%
20-year projection 2018–38, 378 households per annum at 1.0%
30-year projection 2018–48, 315 households per annum at 0.8%

This is a hybrid growth scenario based on a specific Palmerston North highgrowth projection for years 1–10 and a Statistics New Zealand (December
2016) medium growth projection for years 11–30. It also accommodates the
margins required by the National Policy Statement for Urban Development
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Uncertainties and implications

Capacity for the household projections, but not the population projections.
City growth – greenfields residential
Development will continue at Kelvin Grove and an extended area at
Aokautere. Whakarongo will start development in years 1–10, followed by an
initial small stage of City West starting development in year 2, followed by
further stages starting around years 5 and 6 and continuing until year 30. A
small amount of new greenfields development is also anticipated at Flygers
Line, Napier Road and Ashhurst.

City growth – brownfield residential

The Whakarongo Residential Area is zoned and available for development. Council-led development at Whakarongo
will ensure this land is brought to the market. Other landowners are showing interest in development following the
upgrade of James Line. Development at Aokautere is suffering from the lack of an overall Structure Plan to ensure a
coordinated outcome. Work is underway on the development of a Structure Plan that will also assess the potential
for providing additional development capacity. Careful consideration needs to be given to the staging of
development and provision of infrastructure at City West. It is a large area that will not be rezoned as one package.
The Racecourse area has been identified as the first stage of development within City West. Further clarity about
liquefaction risks and the costs and effectiveness of liquefaction mitigation is being provided as part of individual
rezoning proposals within the city.

It is difficult to predict how the market will respond to new housing choices and whether traditional infill is reaching
a natural saturation point.

Housing choices now allowed under the District Plan include multi-unit
developments and minor dwellings. Multi-unit developments are encouraged
close to the city and suburban centres, where there is ready pedestrian access
to services and facilities. Minor dwellings are aimed at meeting the demand
for small, good quality and affordable rental accommodation. The planning
framework enables apartments in or near the city centre, including as part of
a mixed-use development. Council will actively identify opportunities and
reduce barriers to city centre living and brownfield development, including
transitioning Roxburgh Crescent from industrial to residential and the
Hokowhitu campus from institutional to residential.
City growth – greenfields industrial
Development will continue at the North East Industrial Zone and start in the
North East Industrial Zone Extension Area during years 1–5. Industrial
development will continue at Longburn. Private infrastructure at Longburn
will be upgraded by the landowner to meet Council Engineering Standards,
should it be vested with Council. The Braeburn Industrial Area at Longburn is a

This depends on the uptake by industry. The timing of upgrades will be altered to meet the establishment of
industry in the area as far as possible. However, there is a risk that substantial investment is made for initial
businesses but the overall uptake is slower than expected. Developer agreements made under the Development
Contributions Policy may be required at the North East Industrial Zone to help with the timely provision of
infrastructure.
It is unclear whether the landowner at Longburn will upgrade the private infrastructure to meet Council Engineering
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Uncertainties and implications

site-specific zone that enables the expansion of the Fonterra Dairy Plant via
the provision of private services.

Standards, which could affect development interest at Longburn. An expansion of the Fonterra Dairy Plant at
Longburn may result in pressure to connect to the city’s wastewater treatment plant.

Development type

These are based on an assessment of future population and recent trends which includes increased demand for
small dwellings and infill development. If preferences changed over the period of this Strategy, this could be
accommodated by accelerating or decelerating the appropriate growth programmes. It is unclear how the market
will respond to the new housing choices provided in the District Plan.

The types of residential development are assumed to remain constant
throughout the next 30 years, based on a preference for greenfields
development of 55%, infill development of 33% and rural residential
development of 12%. These percentages exclude the construction of
apartments and housing units in retirement villages.
Natural disasters
No major natural disasters such as storms, floods, earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions that damage city infrastructure.

Climate change
In the longer term, increased frequency and intensity of storm events and,
possibly, longer drought periods.
LGA 2002 Section 17A – Delivery of services review
This review was carried out during 2017 and will occur at no more than sixyearly intervals. It is assumed it will not lead to major changes to the
governance, funding and delivery of infrastructure or services.
Legislation and policy
No unexpected changes to legislation that will impact on the management of
the assets or the services provided by the assets. It is likely there will be some

Given that the Strategy covers a period of 30 years, there is a high likelihood of one or more significant events
occurring during this period. Council has assessed its critical assets, lifelines and emergency response plan to be
prepared for such events. Specific recovery plans would be drawn up at the time. Reprioritisation of budgets may
be necessary. Financial and insurance aspects are covered in the Financial Strategy.

Provision is being made to adapt infrastructure for climate change, based on NIWA predictions for 2090, given the
long life cycle of assets. If the changes are different from what is predicted, this will be assessed as they become
evident.

After each review, Council may wish to make changes that could impact on the future delivery of infrastructurebased services. Community views would be sought, in compliance with Council’s Significance and Engagement
Policy.

Amalgamation of authorities and/or new structures to manage particular classes of assets (such as a water CCO)
would impact on the way the assets are managed, particularly the synergies between the current infrastructure
activities although the fundamental service delivered by the asset is likely to remain the same.
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change to national and regional water quality policies that could affect the
design and consenting of the new wastewater treatment plant.

Legislative changes generally have transition periods for Councils to respond as necessary.

Construction costs

The price of some components may change relative to others due to changes in commodity prices and labour/plant/
materials ratios, as a result of technology and work practices changes. Some change is likely over 30 years. As a
result, some programmes may become more or less viable. This will be addressed at the time.

No major changes to the current cost structure, apart from what has been
incorporated into the BERL inflation factor applied.
Transport
Financial assistance

Should the rate of financial assistance change, this could impact on the viability of some city projects, particularly the
regional freight ring road and further bridge crossing.

A NZTA financial assistance rate of 51% will apply to all qualifying expenditure
for the first three years of the 10 Year Plan. NZTA subsidies have been
assumed at this rate for the term of the 30 years of the Infrastructure
Strategy.
Demand for services
Demand for services will grow in line with a growing city, but with particular
increased demands on freight routes, with the city acting as a centre for North
Island freight distribution and key arterial routes.

Any substantial change to demand will lead to reassessment of timing and scope of programmes to meet these
demands through the three-yearly 10 Year Plan process. There is low risk of infrastructure development getting out
of line with demand.

Increased demand for pedestrian, cycling and public transport services.
Levels of service

The Council is only the provider of the passenger transport infrastructure and not the services themselves. NZTA
support is required to deliver the regional freight ring road.

Generally, the overall levels of service remain at the same level apart from an
increase in the areas of freight / heavy traffic movements, safety, cycling and
passenger transport.
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Asset life cycles

Life cycles are generally in line with accepted industry standards, with some modification for local conditions. With
the generally shorter life cycles (15–30 years) for most transport assets there is a high level of certainty for adopted
life cycles.

Shown in section 8.1
Stormwater
Demand for services
Demand for stormwater drainage services increases in line with household
and industrial growth. Greater emphasis on hydraulic neutrality for new
subdivisions will limit the need for enlarging the existing pipe stormwater
network.

The sections of the stormwater system that need attention as a result of greater infill housing will depend on the
locations of infill development. This is expected to happen gradually and will be addressed if needed through the
three-yearly 10 Year Plan process.

Water-sensitive design and green infrastructure approaches to development
and a wider use of tools such as water tanks, green roofs, swales, rain gardens
and detention ponds will help address other issues such as climate change,
water quality and biodiversity.
Level of service provided

Climate change may alter this level of service for some properties and areas of the city. Provision is made in this
Strategy for meeting expected changes.

The level of service provided remains at a similar level to that currently
provided.
Asset life cycles

Life cycles are generally in line with accepted industry standards, with some modification for local conditions. Any
variance will only become apparent over a long period of time, with gradual adjustment of programmes as required.

Shown in section 8.1
Wastewater
Wastewater treatment and disposal
The resource consent for the discharge from the Council’s main wastewater
treatment plant to the Manawatū River is due to expire in 2028. A condition

There is significant uncertainty about the best-practicable option review for wastewater treatment and disposal. The
range of potential operating and capital costs is unknown at this stage and will not be known until completion of the
review and the granting of the consent.
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of the resource consent is that Council will complete a best-practicable option
review for its wastewater treatment and disposal by June 2021 and lodge a
complete consent application by June 2022. The review will need to identify
ways to improve the city’s wastewater treatment, particularly when the river
level is low. Council will need to actively engage with the community in the
lead-up to this process, to help identify possible future treatment options.
Financial provision of at least $0.7 million has been made in each year until
2023/24 to undertake investigations and manage the consent application
process for this project.

Council does not wish to prejudge which option might be chosen (or imposed through the regulatory process) but is
required to make adequate financial provision for the final outcome. A number of factors will influence the final
outcome and it is likely that national and regional policies for water quality will change before a final decision is
made. Whatever option is chosen, it will have a significant impact on Council’s debt levels and rates requirements.

Demand for services

This is based on monitoring and long-term usage trends and is linked to use of water. There is low risk of
infrastructure development getting out of line with demand, with demand and programmes reassessed through the
three-yearly 10 Year Plan process.

Demand will increase in line with household and industrial growth. The
industrial demand will depend on the industry types established in the city.
Levels of service

The level of service is largely established by the infrastructure already in place. Severe earthquake could interrupt
this service and would be addressed at the time.

The level of service provided for collection will remain at a similar level to
what is currently provided. Council expects improvements to the quality of
wastewater treatment following the upcoming review of the treatment plant.
Asset life cycles

Life cycles are generally in line with accepted industry standards, with some modification for local conditions. Any
variance will only become apparent over a long period of time, with gradual adjustment of programmes as required.

Shown in section 8.1
Water
Resource consents

Several consents fall due for renewal during this period, including abstracting groundwater from the water bores and
operating the Turitea dams. No major issues are expected to arise around renewal of these consents.

New resource consents will be obtained when they become due, allowing the
facilities to be operated as at present.
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Demand for services

This is based on monitoring and long-term trends and will be adjusted with the three-yearly review of AMPs and 10
Year Plan if necessary. There is low risk of infrastructure development getting out of line with demand.

Overall demand will increase in line with household and industrial growth, but
demand per capita remains at or below current demand.
Levels of service

The level of service is largely established by the infrastructure already in place. Severe earthquake could interrupt
this service and would be addressed at the time.

The level of service provided will remain at a similar level to that currently
provided, adjusted by any requirements of the New Zealand Drinking Water
standards.
Asset Life cycles

Life cycles are generally in line with accepted industry standards, with some modification for local conditions. The
lower A/C life cycle to what was predicted when laid has been accounted for in this Strategy.

Shown in section 8.1

10. Relationship to Financial Strategy
As a component of the Council’s long-term planning framework, the Council also prepares a Financial Strategy. The Strategy only covers a 10-year period, although it also takes into
account longer-term impacts on Council’s long-term financial sustainability.
The Strategy not only incorporates information from the Infrastructure Strategy for the groups of activities it covers, but also includes the long-term planning and budgeting
information for all other Council activities. The Strategy contains the debt and rates parameters Council uses to judge that its long-term plans are financially sustainable.
Key elements of the Strategy involve:
•

ensuring that Council’s long-term financial position is sustainable

•

recognising which generation will benefit when considering its approach to funding

•

managing debt within defined levels
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•

looking after the city’s infrastructure provided by previous generations for the use by current and future generations

•

leaving financial capacity for future generations so they can fund high-priority programmes

•

timing the provision of new infrastructure so that the city can harness new development opportunities while minimising the financial risks of over-provision.

The Strategy envisages an approach that, among other things:
•

encourages staff to find innovative and more efficient ways of delivering services

•

commits to funding capital renewals at levels required so that assets are not run down



challenges expenditure proposals to ensure they are aligned to key Council strategies, the proposed timing is realistic and they are capable of being delivered



peer-reviews capital expenditure budgets to ensure they are adequate in the current challenging contracting market

•

ensures the expenditure required for growth is not committed too far ahead of when the infrastructure will be required but is soon enough to enable the city to harness
development opportunities.

Based on the significant forecasting assumptions made within the Strategy, the forecast costs of maintaining services, providing for growth, providing for the new facilities
considered necessary to meet the Council’s Vision and Goals and, in particular, funding the upgrade to the wastewater treatment and disposal system requires significant increases
in rates and the levels of Council debt during the 10 years of the Strategy. This means there will need to be ongoing monitoring and review of forecast costs, especially at the time
of preparing future Annual and 10 Year plans and a willingness to reprioritise expenditure (if necessary) to maintain Council’s long-term financial sustainability.
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